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Dear Readers,

The coming of the third millennium marks a new
chapter in CoTnTnonthou3ht''s history.
We received numerous submissions from members

of the Lesley Community, including students, faculty,
and staff. After a long and challenging reading and
editing process, we are proud to present to you

CoTTiTnonthought/^ooo. We would like to thank
everyone who submitted their writing for giving us
the challenge of the semester in making our final
decisions.

We wish to express our gratitude to Dr. Christine
Evans, Interim Program Director for Humanities;
Robin Roth, Dean of the Women's College; and Peaco

Todd, our graphic designer. We also wish to express

our appreciation to Dr. Anne Pluto who for thirteen
years has been the heart of this project.
As a class we deeply enjoyed reading the following

pieces. We hope that our magazine will evoke many
emotions within you and perhaps inspire you to send
us your submissions next year.
Carpe Diem!

The Editorial Board of ComTnonthought/2ooo
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R e v e n g e Wo u l d B e S w e e t
Thunder is my broken night.
Up from beneath and beyond

is something that could almost be^ but
my dream-blurred life is drowning in your poison.
Goddess be my cure/
Gulp down this thick ink of desire to
coat your heart drenched in iciness.

Untangle me a bit.

161
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Waiting for Language to Come
My bag of secrets lies
on the floor
I can't help but cry

I feel even more defeated
than I ever have before

I'm treading time
in the sea of insanity
I think next time

I'll look outside instead of in
Good definitions
are hard to come by
While waiting for
language to come

Falling and rising from sleep
in it finally creeps

My bag of secrets lie
empty on the floor
I feel less lost
than 1 did before

111
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Pearls
The black one -

a dark reflective beauty

dredged from the depths of mire
a hard growth^
revealing life within the mollusk.
The white one -

pure in heart/

a lustrous light
guiding the children with open arms -

faithful strings - from the oyster bed
to their dreams.

Side by side these form

a strong family heirloom

crafted by an old wise woman/

from the shore of Sicily,

blessed with the hands of a Master jeweler.

/8/
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Dandelion

Seeds

The way your soul lies
inspires me.

AAakes me want to dance
with the dandelion seeds

soaring
fl y i n g
above the clouds.

Watch the angels

pass by
and melt with the rain

falling
slowly
back into your eyes

we meet again.

Mind of Her Own
She's got a mind of her own...
she only uses it sometimes.

Suggestions fill her mind/

the power of influence is too much.
She can't control herself.
She wears what she wantsy

but only if her friends approve.
She thinks what she wantSy

but only if it's the common thought.
She likes what she wantSy

but only if they say it's okay.
She has a wild spirit/

but only if I hold the reins.
She has a mind of her own...

/p/
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Complexity
A sigh escapes from the still figure at my side and 1
turny

To see glistening tears in her clear blue eyes.
Golden hair aflame in the light of the setting sun^
Cheeks flushed pink from the cold winter wind

The colors of her heated emotions
She remains silenty intensity seeping through her
pores

As she gazes across the sea^ toward the horizon.
Tears fally cold and salty, staining her flesh

An attempt to release the pain
Which has filled her to overflowing.
just before the sun slips behind the distant trees

She begins to speak.
Her voice, shaking at first.
Grows steadier as she continues

Gutting through the cold into the very depths of
m e .

Her words echo through my mind and tug at my
heart...

Love, Trust, Betrayal
Hurt, Anger, Confusion

Longing, Yearning, and Aching

Offering everything and receiving nothing.
She whispers the solitude of her depression.
Fears of rejection and disrespect
Formed by the cruelty of adolescent judgments,
Unaccepting and unforgiving of differences

As her potency threatens their comfort of simplicity.

/lo/
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Driven into herself/ overwhelmed by intensity.
She speaks of what carries her through.

The ep<pression of her passions becomes her release
Through singing, piano music, and writing
Her being demands her voice to be heard.

Sky and water darken above and below us.
Leaving a pale golden band on the horizon.

I reach for her hand, cold fingers entwined in silent
comfort.

She is beautiful in her comple;xity, I tell her.

And she smiles, through her tears, lighting up the
darkness.

—Aurora Jose/j//

lul
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Empty Eyes
She said if's the closest thing to love
she's ever known/

and that's why she still tries,
but as the evening slips away,
exposing a bitter sunrise,

thoughts creep around her brain

like nocturnal animals,

eyes caught in the light.

What if everything
that was once so right
flies away so fast?
she's left riding the tail end of a dream.

And what if the wrong thing
's all she has to hold on to?

This world will swallow you
"ly darling, my daughter.

This world is cold,

where only the equally frigid survive.

So cross the line;
me or you.

The decision must be made
^fore the sun goes away
fear of darkness or solitude.

Sometimes if you're lucky,
I II let you hang

on my silver gaze.

I won't let you fall.

All you'll get from me
is what you've never known.

Swim through the ocean,
I won't let you drown,
unless you want to;

serenity can be so engulfing.
But life is all about

choices you have yet to make.
/I2/
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She told me once/
''look into people's empty eyeS/
and stare until there's something there."
Look into peoples empty eyes
and stare until there's something there.

—:2v///^ Jz/rsef/

/13/
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B u t t e r fl i e s
How small wc are

We live this life
Of cloud/ wind/ flight
Moment... to moment
I

Attempting eagerly
To fly beside you,
With you

With your magnificence
Beautiful wings spanned so freely
Yo u

Soaring above trees and clouds

Effortlessly/ blissfully
I watch

Try to keep up
To make love to the wind as you do
To find the passion within these wings to help me
s o a r

Y^t constantly 1 am struggling to follow
Yet still 1 fall behind
I vie to glimpse the colors and truths that you bear

Upon those graceful whims

So that I may learn

To bear myself to you, as you have to me

To open my wings widely enough so that my colors
are ep<posed

To exploit the parts of me that remain hidden/
covered/

Masked in the shadows and crevices

Perhaps my wings are too new/ unfamiliar/ foreign/
Or too sprinkled with dew droplets from the
freshness around us.

From the newness of my journey
For you to catch a look long enough for you to see
m e ,

/14/
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My true colors

Or maybe you are fluttering too far ahead
Or away

To even bother glancing back
But if you did/

Would you be in time to see me resting atop a
branch/

Cradling this broken wing torn in the powerful
wind?

Teasing my once glorious colors

Making them bleed into one another
Unrecognizable now
Even to me/

The Bearer of Myself.
/"an^ef/ce
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Mary
Strong

A sunflower's stem not willing to bend.
Beautiful

Able to touch every soul she encounters.
Determined

Pushing away any doubtS/ facing her fears.
Kind

Her heart is a sheltei, never turning away anyone in
need.

Open

Never judging people, accepting differences.
Gentle

Her touch like velvet, her voice a content sigh.
Yet she is troubled.

She holds true feelings deep down within.
She knows I love her-

Why will she not speak with me?
There are many times when
She has comforted, consoled.
Never does she mention her own sorrows, never her
despair.

Holding them down, not letting them surface
She hides emotions, suffocates fears.
There is such darkness in herOne which I would like to reach.
To give her closure-

Her own peace settlement within.

I would like to do for her what she has done for me.

AAake each day a little easier to liveI'd like to be AAary's Best Friend.

/i6/
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a lover's nest
laying high above
in the branches of the awesome oak
tangled roots

planted deep in the soil beneath
above^ is a lover's nest.

bearing the fruit of a crimson tulip
an angel lands.

perched gently over her lover's limbs/
a sweet nectar drips^ slowly

planting fertile glory
deeply in her heart.

/17/
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Kiss

A kiss can smell of honeysuckle on a hot summer
afternoon.

Sometimes I swoon when I remember your kisses
soft and supple^ sweet and salty.

I drown in sticky sensual musk
that coats my throat and lungs with caramel.
The fancy kind that oozes out of luscious chocolate
and fills a desire, just like your kisses.
A kiss is a dagger.

The venom paralyzes me with swiftness and skill.
1 want to hate you though you do not force
your sickening pollen into me. IVe seen the
headlights

and I stood still while you rampaged my body,
devouring it to pieces

until you drank in ep<cess and then curled up into a

ball light years away

on the other side of the bed.
A kiss is farewell.
Time to enact a melodrama.

Luscious tears of silk and lavender

pave ridges in my makeup I put on just for you.

Now will you devour me? Take a piece with you.
Don't splatter your love on another woman...
without thinking of me.

/i8/
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Heart for a Ride
Km going to take my heart for a ride
on a rusty old motor bike.

And I'm gonna drag that piece of flesh
farther than I should.
Then^ when I'm through^

I'm gonna toss it into the jersey shoreline
by the Turnpike and the smog.

My bo.dy's on a lusting binge.
Out of control.
And you're so sweet/
like a Twinkie
with no substance.

You make me sick.
It's a carnival ride.

You've got the charm
of a boyfriend no parent
would approve of.
And you're taking me across
the stateline. My desire builds

as we ride with my heart on the tail
collecting dirt and exhaust fumes.
1 don't respect my heart.
And 1 batter it before anyone
else gets a chance.

Tomorrow/ I'll be rummaging
amongst the rubble/ searching/
like a drunk who lost his keyS/

for my heart because 1 cannot
leave without it.

ligl
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^he £a.nb of Cosmetic Excess
In my search to become the ultimate Oriental Gucci
Lady, 1 was trapped in the land of cosmetic excess.

During the episode of my most recent makeup
splurge, Boston was in the midst of an 18-inch snow

blizzard. I was so lonely and bored cooped up in my
own home, trying to read Stephen King's Insomnia
that I thought I'd take a stroll into Neiman Marcus

located right next to my house. 1 had always heard
from my best friends that Shiseido, a Japanese
cosmetic company, sold beauty products that

flattered the high delicate cheekbone structure of the

Oriental face, and the uniquely shaped almond dark
eyes so common to our heritage. Shiseido promoted

beautiful silk powders and exotic looking colors for

their blushers, like Japanese Pink Crystalline, Snow
Blossom eye shadow and Mandarin Ruby lipsticks.
Hmmm... l thought, "Maybe I'll treat myself to a
make-over, like the kind they show in the magazines.
I deserve a new look. If I make my face up to be like

the Oriental models in the magazines, no one will

notice my thin body since they'll be so distracted by
my exotic face!"

So I walked up to the Shiseido makeup counter and
eyed the Japanese lady behind the counter with a red
jacket that had the inscription "Shiseido" on the side
pocket. She had a haircut just like mine, a pageboy

style with short one-and-a-half inch bangs, really dark
almond shaped eyes, and rosy pink lips. She had

such a healthy glow to her face. (Little did I know she
was probably eating a very good diet and drinking
six to eight glasses of water a day, unlike me, who
was existing on popcorn, gum, lifesavers, and soda
pop.)

/lo/
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I contemplated the importance of really good

makeup. Not as in "a really good makeup company,"
or "a really good make over." 1 meant the endorphin
rush, the promise of elevated self-esteem that came
when 1 tried on a blush and lipstick combination that
automatically made me look ten degrees more

sophisticated than I did before-the kind that made
me look just like an Oriental Gucci Lady, i meant the
indulgence in vanity, the fantasies of forth coming
nods of approval from my mother and from my
Chinese uncles and aunts. Above all, the emotional
tie that came with the shared experience of the

makeup artist putting makeup on my face to create a
brand new look for me, the bonding.

"I'm going to get a new make-over and buy me
some new makeup," 1 told myself. lust one new

powder foundation, and one new blush. Thats all.
I drifted and lingered in front of the Shiseido

makeup artist and started opening the little glass
bottles filled with fluid makeup foundation, and

sniffed the perfume from the fragrance sample called

Murosaki. 1 tried on four different lipsticks and three

lip-liners. Then the makeup artist said, Shiseido is
holding free makeovers today and a free gift with a
purchase of $35; would you like to try?"

Since 1 fervidly believed in the healing power of

new makeup, I welcomed the opportunity. 1 sat down
in the chair and allowed her to put on my face

foundation, powder, concealer, four shades of eye

shadows in lapanese Vanilla, Waterblues, Jasmine,

and Cherry Blossom, two shades of eyeliner: one in
Deep Mauve and one in Double Coffee. As she
brushed on Midnight Blue mascara, I said to her,
"This is fun!" But then I thought to myself, This will
burn a hole in my credit card balance. But then 1
Ixil
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rationalized, "I'm just going to spend the minimum
$35 required to get the free gift with purchase."
Then the Shiseido lady asked, "Would you like to
try on both a cream blusher and a powder blusher? I

think this combination would bring out the smooth
texture of your near-perfect skin!"
"Oooooh! Two blushers? Yes! How about Creamy
Cinnabar? And you make an Apricot Passion too?"

So 1 tried on Creamy Cinnabar and Apricot Passion
both at once. I marveled at how skillfully she

brushed her big blush brush over the apples of my

cheeks and swept it up towards my temples,

transforming my face into the stunning image of a

Geisha girl. Then she gave me a choice of three

lipsticks and two lip liners. By the end of the

makeover, 1 had tried on the Sugar Plum, Violet,

Honey Ginger, Exotic Pink, Golden Blossom, Sugared

Grapefruit, and Ingenue Red. "Wow!" I thought as I
stared into the hand mirror that my makeup artist/
partner placed in front of me. "Just look at me!" I

thought something rather important had taken place
between me and this Shiseido makeup lady,

something that had to do with sharing and indulging,

with connecting in a way that was at once free of
stress and close, like having a real intimate sister or
a really close friend.

At heart, I found it so hard to be close to people. I

was such an introvert cooped up in my own

obsessive world of starvation and thinness. I am the
sort of person who found it hard to get out of my
own head for any length of time, to escape my own

thoughts of food and striving for the perfect thin

body. That's part of the reason I was drawn to the
makeup artists, who were extroverted and talkative
/zV
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and direct. They seemed so expert at putting on

makeup and creating new looks, talking'to me at the
same time, giving me ideas for new makeup

techniques, and moving me both in physical

appearance and emotional sense. 1 longed for this
closeness with people.

Which is why wardrobe and makeup shopping can
be such a wonderful solution to my inherent
loneliness. At that point, the Shiseido lady asked,

"What items would you like to buy today? 1 drifted

off into thought. "If 1 buy $70-that's two times $35maybe she'll give me two packages of freebies!" I
looked at her and tested her kindness.

"If I buy $70 worth of makeup will you give me two

gifts?" At that moment, 1 sort of lost myself, sitting
there eyeing all the eye-shadows, eyeliners, blushes,
and lipsticks on the counter.

Then at the same moment, the Shiseido lady
looked at me and said, "Of course, you're a very

special customer, and you will look stunning with

your new makeup colors!" Our eyes met, and I made
a huge grin with a twinkling delight in my eyes, it
was as though she had said, "You're my friend and

your presence at my makeup counter cheers me more
that I can say."

i felt a pang of tenderness for her so strong, 1
almost wanted to cry. it was so simple-just putting

makeup on together, just testing five shades of
lipstick-both also so real. No complicated

conversations necessary, no long dialogues about
our lives, nothing over-required. There, just trying on

powders and blushers, we'd momentarily combined
the best of both our worlds, the best of closeness,
the way only friends can be.

IvJ
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1 purchased every item that the Shiseido lady put
on my face: two shades of concealers. Ivory silk

foundation, Porcelain face powder, four different
shades of eye-shadows, two eye-liners, one exotic
colored mascara, two blushers, four lipsticks, and two

lip liners. I handed over my Neiman Marcus credit
card and noticed my hands were shaking. I just
realized 1 had spent $312.95—the likely cost of six
weeks worth of groceries, which I seldom ate and let
spoil in the refrigerator, so the thought of buying

another makeup collection to add to my 16 plus
Caboodle boxes at home seemed perfectly
reasonable.

' took a deep breath and tried to calm myself

down. I could feel the endorphins rushing through

the blood vessels of my bony limbs, like a marathon
runners high after completing a 25-mile race.

But this is the nature of my obsessive shopping. I
°und it almost impossible to avoid. 1 have one

other theory that makeup companies invent all those
O'zarre and multiple names for colors and keep

corning out with new versions of the exact same

iquid foundation, powders, and lipsticks, only to

oescnbe them as "reformulated" or repackage them

o entice me into a mind-boggling train of thought

t rnakes it practically impossible for me to settle

on just one color or just one formula. When Clinique
redesigns the formula for Work-Out Makeup, only to
renarne and re-package the exact same formula as

tay-the-Day Makeup, it just makes me think I'll have

to either throw out my unopened package of Ivory
eige Work-Out Makeup and buy the latest and

greatest new version marketed as Incredible Stay-On

Makeup in Satin Ivory. Or I'll say to myself, "Well

maybe 1 can have both versions, old and new, after

/iV
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all, variety is the spice of life, and Oriental Gucci
L a d i e s w e a r a l l s h a d e s o f c o l o r.

When 1 got home that afternoon from my shopping
spree, I took from both my bathroom closets every
single makeup item (there must have been over 200),

placed all my new blushers, eye-shadows, and
lipsticks on my white marble kitchen table. 1 lined all
the different colored cases into colors-, reds, plums,

pinks, and bronzes, for blushers and another group

for the same colors in lipsticks. Then 1 took all my

eye-shadows and lined them up by blues, greens,

grays, whites, khakis, golds, pinks, and corals. What's

the difference between jade green, moss, deep forest,

and envy? And for that matter, what's the difference
between crystal pink, pink blossom, pink suede, pink

tulip, and soft-satin pink? 1 did what 1 do in all those
situations, and bought them all.

The rationalization, of course, is that after 1 put

them all away in my neat new Caboodle boxes and

placed them on my closet shelf, which already

contained 16 other Caboodle boxes full of makeup
from other companies such as Cover Girl, Maybelline,
Chanel, Lancome, Prescriptives, Yves Saint Laurent,
and Guerlain, 1 figured, well, 1 could one day open my

own store and sell everything 1 owned, especially if 1
don't ever wear any of it.

Plus, the other problem is that the clothes and

makeup in women's magazines and on the racks and
counters in upscale department stores always look

like such reasonable purchases that would bring me

closer to being an Oriental Gucci Lady beaming with
self-esteem and sophistication. Never mind that my
closet is already filled with clothes and makeup
colors that are five years old and discontinued.
Never mind that some of the reds, like Parallel Red
As/
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and Hong Kong Ruby are pretty garish looking on me
and never look quite right. When all is said and
done, the stuff would nnake me look seductive and

like a real live Chinese Gucci Lady!!

1x6/
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Woman Rap
Was I a fool
to think it was right?
you have me^

for only one night?
I damn yoU/

to take it from me!

My pride^ my joy, my dignity.
But somehow it occurred

And boy do I regret,
What a silly moment

1 hope to forget!
I [iked you enough
To think it was fine
One bottle of wine,

Earned you my behind?
What can I say.

Your aura made its way
And for that one night
I enjoyed your stay.
We l l d o n ' t t h i n k i t ' s o v e r

?\lo, not quite yet
I'm determined to get mine now
On this you can bet!

—^^ntanha "UattieL

/V/
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Majik
Pinky
Blue/

Green/

Brilliant/ beaming lights entrance me

Music thumps
Taking me into a New World
Another realm

Where reality is nothing
And the subconscious presides
My heartbeat blends to the bass

My body is not my own
It s been taken prisoner
I think what I say
And say what I think

Cartoon character people ask if I want a lolipop
Nothing makes sense

very new feeling is the opposite of every normal

feeling ever felt?

My heartbeat is gone/ yet pounds faster than ever
before

My mind is non e;xistent
My thoughts jumbled
y jaw clenches around my thumb

Unconsciously biting

Relentlessly biting

arm/ salty blood trickles down my tongue

isions blur without warning

Two people become one
One person becomes two

e intensity of touch is magnified into waves of
sound

My hands caress everything in sight
My belly dissolves into a pool of golden vibrations
Serenity engulfs my entire being
Nothing else matters
AS/
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The hairs in my nostrils transform the smell
Of sweat and intensity
Into love and elation

Suddenly...
Shapes become clear

Feelings and emotions metamorphosize
From fantastically bizarre...
To ordinary...
To b l a s e

I ache to feel majikal again
I crave what I had and now lack
My body sitS/
Dead
Catatonic

My mind mewls at my body to find a warm
Soft place to lie down^

Ignoring the command/
I lift myself up
One more dance...

—^ac/tae/

Ii9l
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the

mask

In love

I become you
resemble you
our bodies twist

turn the careful push
of 5e.x, it is
your heart I want
to enter me^ crack through

my ribs/ push painful

pierce to my side^ left
lanced I want your heart
to encircle my own
reason for memory
I want to kiss
until there is no air

no space^ joined together
heart and loins.

I want to wear your face

know your joy^ eat your fear
so I will understand

what it means to be a man.
'7Y//to

/30/
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Addiction
take me beyond this paltry talk
let me invade you.

satisfy my insatiable craving for more,
cast off this carcass

and let my soul slip inside the cigarette you hold,
inhale me^
force me past your lips^

down your throat and into your lungs.

let me join your blood as it interrogates your body
and relaxes your soul.

push me into your understanding.
let me look through your eyes...
what would I see differently?
carry my scent in your hair^

on your clothes and on your finger tips.
hold my taste on your tongue,

experience nothing without me.
keep me shoved in your pockets
pressed tightly to your skin
absorbing your warmth,
make me soggy with your sweat.
want

me

crave

me

need me.

unleash my heart,
show me passion

let me be more than your friend
girlfriend
l o v e r.
let me become

your addiction

hif
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The Bay
The sun's glittering reflection
Dances with a thousand pairs
Of tiny feet on the bay's
Surface to the music of gulls^
The lufting of sail's in the days
Lazy wind and little waves

Lapping against the hull
Playful/ inviting/ it calls

To me? I slip bare legs
Over the boat's edge. AAy toes
Inches from the surface. I
Wonder if I'll swim. Testing

The water's warmth/ I ease
One foot into the bay. The cold
bites at my toes. I tear
My foot out/ draw my legs to

My chest/ wrapping an arm
Around them. Sparks of sunlight

Laugh on the water. Do they
Mock me? I've known this bay's
Eventual warmth. I stand

Defiant/ my toes gripping the edge.
Glaring at the water and its

Dancing sparks/ I question my sanity.

It seems to be challenging

Me to submerge myself. A deep
Breath of stale summer air/
Cool breeze swirling my hair

Into my face/ my knees

Bend/ muscles constrict and I

Release. AAy body stretched
Long in the air/ the bay greets

Common thniighr/?nnn

A guest with a cool embrace
And an icy kiss the sends
Chills dancing down my

Spine to my toes. Slicing through
Waves 1 am helped by

The current. ''CMorning/ my friend.''
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Box of rain
commotion

chaos

urban souls

wailing to be saved

from the mania^ from the pain^ from
the alcohol that binds them
and i

I am trapped in the middle

it was a day full of phallic distortions
patterns on the floor that looked like rape
wanting to cut
but no no
i will not

binging
wanting to vomit
but no no
i will not
and then

then the terror grabbed my heart
shook me to the core

suddenly men were the enemy

all men were out to rape me
and i screamed
i moaned

i wailed for the
men to go away

don't rape me!
not again
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i cried
i disassociated
and then

i was brought to
mass general
to a haven of
safety
and i wished

i hoped and i prayed
that the pain would stop
that men would become
h u m a n
not

monsters

then i lay on the stretcher
the stretcher with the bars that

protected me
the bars that kept the men out
when i put the blankets
over my breasts
over my genitals
i prayed
to karma^ to kismet^ to nature
to take away the men
take away the pain
then the ambulance
drove me to the
arbour

a sparkling pristine psych hospital
in Jamaica plain
but men came on the elevator

and i became terrified
NO! NO! NO!
don't rape me

hs!
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leave me ALONE
when i arrived on the unit
men couldn't

look at me
touch me

address me

after 45 minutes
a curt rude woman

took my blood pressure
my temperature

and showed me to my bed
i took a trazodone

fell into a deep sleep
when i woke up
men were teeming like maggots
scary men

with beer bellies and belligerence
slazed plastic eyes
rotten souls

chuck

who gleefully explained
about his desire to

have unspeakable sex acts with farm animals"

chuck

who defiantly wore a shirt
of copulating skeletons

but i tried to make my surroundings
pleasant
comfortable
made calendars
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magnets

set goals
answered questions
then after a day
i transferred
to north 3
met doug

doug with the faded^ lived in
adidas shoes

doug with the
xl cream calvin klein sweater

and the sparkling eyes
and the cut wrist
bill

old gentle bill
who loved

candy and lisa
but he was tired

so tired of life
lisa

lisa with the pudgy cheeks
and the room full of flowers

armfuls of cosmos and mademoiselles
lisa

who smoked laughed slept
and/of course^ Jennifer
Jamaican Jennifer
with the grin
"heWo, mon''
Jennifer
who gave me hope
pigtail braids
a valentine

IvtI
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she had

lupus
insomnia

but she
she was a warrior
there are others

other people

who float in and out of reality
like apparitions
people with rumpled hair
sour breath

no hope

the endless menagerie
comes and goes
like flowers that bloom and die
we created valentine mobiles

goodbye cards

we held hope in our hands

i wrote the daily schedule
on the small ivory dry erase board

schedules full of lyrics
tori amos lyrics

sometimes i hear my voice^ and its been yearS/

silent all these years'''

fateful
dead
lyricwill
s ease your pain and love will
the box
of rain
you through"
wrote coping mechanisms

emerald cobalt crimson onyx markers
splashed across the board
like a rainbow

we

ate

food^ unhealthy at best
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the fried fried everything
the 2% milk when i wanted skim

the stale passionless lima beans
we slept
long extended naps
that stretched off to infinity
naps

fill the void of
loneliness

pain
medication rituals

sometimes jx daily
we got our capsules of promise
possible happiness
pills of weight gain and fatigue
that may stabilize our souls
showers

in cramped bathrooms
where a psychotic old woman
intrudes on my naked form
leaving me terrified
smoking rituals
5 times a day

where people mass like lemmings
to slowly kill themselves

jilTs relaxation groups

where i tried to purify myself
tried to heal myself
because i am dirtydirtydirty
but it failed
i failed
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community meetings
"how was yOUR day?"

"what are yOUR goals?"
where very few people talk
group therapy with dr. hakami

fosters healing
hope
reacquaintment with men

but people forget the terror

that rips me apart at night
they forget the fear

that penetrates my
heart
soul
mind

telephones ring off the hook
a piercing bell of the
outside world

they often aren't answered

so the shril ring repeats itself
Tnockmg us

reminding us of our

dental floss thin connection
to the

"real world"
but soon

day turns into night

and maybe

just maybe the terror
might become peace

soon the pain will disappear
and the healing will pour forth
cleansing my dirty body
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maybe one day
i won't be so terrified
men will be friends
not

monsters

Ui!
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petty
square
c e m e n t

wall
entraps me.
universe
empty

and cold.
restless

fidgeting
of body.
time

is enemy.

f^not is the yolk of essence.
disturbed
focal.
try to

untangle

intricate knot.

its twist and turns
overwhelm.

condensed with yearning to overcome,
this is

the battle of self.
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CoLh
Traumatis Personae:

PAUL A fairly ordinary, average guy in his late 20's
ALICE A fairly ordinary, average woman in her late
20's

MOM A corpse of a woman in her mid-50's; doesn't
move or speak

JENNY A corpse of a woman in her early, early 20s;
also doesn't move or speak

Setting: Casket "cold room" in a funeral parlor. Room
is dark. There is a door upstage center and two
tables. On the tables are two caskets. The corpse

at stage right is MOM; the corpse at stage left is
J E N N Y.

Lights come up to half as PAUL enters furtively. PAUL
is carrying a bouquet of roses and is dressed

fairly casually (jeans, shirt, shoes or sneakers, and
white socks).
PA U L

[Fumbles flashlight from his jacket pocket-he is
obviously very nervous & not entirely sanguine

about this entire episode. Goes to MOM & shines
light in her face.]

Oh, I beg your pardon, ma'am. Excuse me. Wrong
box.

[Goes to other table and shines a light on JENNY.j
Oh, jeez.
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(Fumbling for the right words to say to a corpse.1
Hi, lenny. How are you?

(Smacks himself in the head.j

Dead. You're dead, you're not feeling anything right
n o w .

(Looks back at her face.)

They did a nice job on you. Real life-like, just like
you're sleeping.
(Brief silence.)

I, uh, guess you're wondering why I'm here. Like this.
See, I, um, 1 talked to your brother. He said he
was with you when you died and... well, no one

had stepped in where I stepped out on prom
night, and 1 figured it was my fault and when the
weird stuff started happening last night, I figured
I d better find a way to uh, fix the situation. I

figured I owed you. These are for you.

(Thrusts forward the flowers. Obviously, she can't take

them, but PAUL is half expecting something to
happen. He seems slightly relieved that nothing
does.)

God, I m an idiot! I don't believe I'm doing this. I
caM't do this. At least not with flowers in my
hands.

(Tucks them into her arms.)

1 have to do this, otherwise, she's gonna keep
haunting me.

[Takes stock of the situation, doesn't like what he's
finding.)

Start with a kiss. That's easy.
(Leans over, gingerly kisses her lips.)

You re real cold, Jenn. Real cold. Real cold. And

real dead. Oh, man. Oh, jeez. Gotta get this over
with. So... Shall we?

(Removes his shoes, pants & shirt, but leaves on his
underwear and socks.)

Jesus! No wonder you're cold—this place is freezing.

[Grabs a lab coat hanging nearby.)
/44/
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Sorry, lenny, but I'm freezing.
(Noise in the corridor.)
Oh, shit!

The door begins to open slowly and for lack of a

better hiding place, PAUL ducks behind the table.
Enter ALICE, dressed in black, moving furtively.

She is carrying a large tool box that clanks from
time to time. She obviously does not want to be
here and is very nervous, repeatedly crossing

herself, but determined and slightly drunk. She
stops, puts down the tool box, opens it and
removes a flashlight. She should trip over the tool
box at one point as she moves around the

caskets, checking the faces of the dead. The last
one she checks is the one she's looking for.
ALICE

(Goes to first corpse, clicks flashlight on face|

Excuse me, not my table. Lovely flowers, though.
(Goes to other table.)

Hi, Mom! Good to see you looking so dead and
blessedly silent! And I'm going to make sure that
that situation doesn't change.

(Removes a list from her pocket. Pulls the toolbox
over to the casket and begins removing items

and placing them on top of the casket.)

Let's see. Holy water. Check. Garlic. Check. Scalpel.
Check. Hacksaw, for lack of a bone saw. Check.
Mallet. Check. Wooden stake, extra sharp. Check.

Communion host. Check. Rubber gloves. Check.
Ritual of exorcism. Check. Whiskey. Definitely
check.

(Takes a slug.)
All set. Hallelujah!

(Suddenly realizes how loud she's gotten.)
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Shit Wouldn't that just be my luck? Waken the
sleeping Donovans above and have them all
come piling down here, old man Donovan leading

the way, carrying a revolver,
iSlipping into an Irish brogue]

"All right, ye thievin' bastards, come out or I'll blow

ye brains out!" Only to find the grieving
granddaughter of one of his oldest friends cutting

off the head of her mother and stuffing the
corpse's mouth with garlic. "Well, it's like this, Mr.
Donovan, 1 just wanna make sure she's really
dead."

'There is a slight crash—PAUL has tried to crawl out
of the room and trips over his own two knees.|
ALICE & PAUL
SHIT!
ALICE

[Comes around the table and shines the flashlight
directly in PAUL's face.]

Who the hell are you and what are you doing here?
PA U L

[Crouching on the floor & trying to hide from the
light.j

I m... 1 m... oh shit, lady, don't kill me, I won't tell
anyone you re killing your mother!
ALICE

Shes already dead. I'm just making sure she's staying
that way.
PA U L

Dead is dead. There's no coming back.
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ALICE

You've been reading the wrong books, old son. The
dead always come back, sometimes with a
vengeance. Want a drink?
PA U L

is it safe?
A L I C E

is it ever? Have a bloody drink.
Ithrusts the bottle at him|
PA U L

[Trying to take a slug, choking and spluttering. Hands
bottle back.!
What the hell is that?
ALICE

lack Damage.
[Offers the bottle again !
The second is much smoother than the first.
PA U L

Only because it destroyed all sensitive tissue on the
first swallow. No thanks, I'll pass.

A L I C E

Can I ask what you're doing here?
PA U L

[sheepishly!
Umm, I'd rather you didn't.
A L I C E

Why? Are you one of Donovan's assistants?
PA U L

Uh, not really.
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ALICE

Of course not, how stupid—if you had legitimate
business here, you wouid've had the light on and
1 wouid've been screwed. So give—you related to
her?
PAUL
No.

ALICE

iSuspiciouslyl
You're not dead are you?
PA U L
NO!
ALICE

[Moving closer to him.j
So what are you doing here? I mean, c'mon ,
must've overheard me talking to myself,

the only thing worse than desecrating a

you

I mean,
corpse

would is...

[She sees what PAUL is (and isn't) wearing,[
Oh my God. That is really, really sick.
PAUL

Sick? You were about to do post mortem surgery on
your mother!
ALICE

Yeah, but I wasn't going to violate her! Wait a minute,

chum-you weren't planning on fucking my
mother?!
PAUL

Don't be disgusting!
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A L I C E

Excuse me, Mr. Half-Naked-in-a-Mortuary?
PAUL

Excuse me. Ms. Vampire Slasher, but I'm quite
selective. I came here to deflower a virgin.

(ALICE begins to crack up. PAUL goes on, a little
defensively.]
I think I'm doing her a service!
ALICE

[Howling with laughter.]

When she's not even awake to appreciate it!! Talk
about the married man's complaint! Oh, this is
too perfect!
PA U L

Do you mind?
ALICE

Of course I mind! This is totally revolting. Its not

even like she's attractive. I mean, she's dead. Not

even recently dead—cold, fishy, drained dead.

PA U L
.
.
u
,
Try to think of it as "animately challenged -it helps.
ALICE

"Animately challenged." OK.
[pause]

Did you at least bring a good lubricant?
PAUL
Lubricant?
ALICE

[Not noticing his reply.]
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And what if—did you ever think about this?—what if
this girl was involved in a questionable death and
they exhume the body later and find your finger
prints and DNA from your sperm inside? Getting

bagged for murder is a little too high a price to
pay for a quick thrill.
PA U L

Actually, 1 like to take my time.
ALICE

Ever think of trying real live girls then?
PAUL

Most of them are too weird.
ALICE

Too weird says the necrophiliac. Oh my. Weil, don't
mind me. You go right ahead with her

eflowering over there and I'll stay over here and

behead my mother.

iReturns to the business of cutting off MOM's head.)
PA U L

That s not exactly conductive to the mood. I mean,
this IS hard enough—
ALICE

Then get on with your business.
PA U L

That's not what 1 meant!
ALICE

A minute ago you were talking like this was business

as usual. Anyway, how do you know she's a virgin?
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PA U L

Her brother told me.
ALICE

Her brother's in on this?!
PA U L

No! Look, you don't understand—
ALICE
No shit.
PA U L

I've never done this before!
ALICE

So you're both virgins?
PA U L

1 mean with a dead girl.
ALICE

That's a relief. But why start now?
P A U L

You're gonna think I'm stupid.
ALICE

A freak, maybe. Stupid, no. And are you really
worried about

(indicating the business at hand)
my opinion?
PA U L

You've got a point there. You might actually

understand. See, a few years ago, I did my buddy
a favor—1 took his weird little sister to her prom.
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ALICE

Innocent enough. Did he do the honorable thing and
threaten your life?
PA U L

My life, my testicles-back then, they were one and
the same.
ALICE

Ah, youth.
PA U L

Well, unbeknownst to him, she had planned to lose
her virginity that night. Told me it was tradition.
ALICE

A new one, then.
PA U L

She went on to say that if she didn't lose her cherry
that night and died a virgin later, she'd be back
to haunt me.
ALICE

And you believed this?
PA U L

in the long, sharp knife my

buddy had held to my crotch! But weird things
^ '^^PPening the past couple of days-

she died four days ago-stuff moving, weird
noises, voicesALICE

And an overall creepy feeling that someone none-toofnendly IS watching you? Like you're not alone
even when you know you are? To the point where
you sleep with the light on?
/sV
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PA U L

iNods vigorously,!
You know what I'm talking about?
A L I C E

Well I'm not posing for Weekly World News as the
Boston Vampire Slasher! No, the old bitch
threatened to haunt me, and she's not decently

buried and already starting. And I'll be damned if
I'm going to put up with it.
PA U L

That's what I'm trying to do!
A L I C E

Cutting up a corpse I understand, but schtupping

one? Ewwww! Did you at least bring a condom?
If only to shield yourself against the
formaldehyde.

PA U L

jeez, I didn't even think about that.
ALICE
M e n ! Yo u n e v e r d o !
P A U L

Please, lady, no male bashing. I feel shitty enough.
ALICE

It's Alice.

(Fishing through the toolbox.]
PA U L
I'm Paul.
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ALICE

Well, Paul, if you must go through with this... Where is
my whoopee bag?
PAUL

Whoopee bag?
ALICE

That tends to be the general reaction to the
contents.

PA U L

I'm afraid to ask.
ALICE

A little smoke, a deck of cards, mints, condoms...
PA U L

I get the picture. Active life?
ALICE

I only wish. However, now that the harpy is gone, 1
may have a shot at it.
PA U L

That's cold!
ALICE

You didn't know the old battleaxe. Knew everything,
never did a thing wrong, pure as the driven snow

and destined for sainthood. And a nice, long,

quiet rest after 1 severe her head and stuff it with

garlic and drive that stake through her heart.
PA U L

Isn t that a bit extreme?

/sV
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A L I C E
Here.

[Hands him a condom and begins rolling a joint.)
She's already started haunting me. Cm not taking any
chances.
PAUL

Couldn't you compromise? Y'know-just stuff the
garlic in her mouth, maybe some more of it in the
coffin, sprinkle a little holy water on the corpse...

You've got communion wafers. Those seem to be

stronger than anything other than sunlight. Thats
it! You could wait until dawn and let the sun fall
full upon her!
A L I C E

That's an idea. I've already planted wolfsbane
around the house.

[Thinking.)

Possibly... The garlic and an exorcism and cleansing
just

might

work.

.

.

[Noticing PAUL, who is staring at the condom with
mingled revulsion and fear. Lights the joint whi e
thinking about her next question.)
What about you, then?
[Passes him the joint.)

Do you really want to be a necrophiliac?
PAUL

[Choking on smoke.)

Did you have to use that word?
A L I C E

S o r r y.
PAUL

And what alternative can you suggest?

IssI
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ALICE

I don't know.

[Takes another puff.)
Masturbate while fantasizing about popping her
cherry? Make love to someone who looks like

her and pretend? Write up the fantasy as a story
and send it into one of those digest rags! It's

symbolic, but it might work. Did you want her?
PA U L

Oh, yeah.
ALICE

So there was a definite willingness-on your part as
well as hers?
PA U L

Oh, yeah, 1 had blueALICE

I get the picture. Burn a little sage in the house and
jerk off. It should work.
PA U L

And if it doesn't?
ALICE

Tell her to fuck off and haunt her brother.

[Pulls out the whiskey. Toasts and drinks.j
To absent companions.

[Passes bottle to PAUL.j
PA U L

[Hesitates, toasts and drinks.j
To lost opportunities.

[Passes bottle.j
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A L I C E

So how did your girlfriend die?
PA U L

No, my friend's sister. Not girlfriend. Asthma attack.
She was on some kind of deep wilderness trip

and forgot her medication. They couldn't get her
out on time and no one knew CPR.
ALICE

That sucks.

[Toasts and drinks.]

To preparation and precautions.
(Passes bottle.]
P A U L

[Toasts and drinks.]
To stupidity and poor planning.
A L I C E

I'm sorry. She's very young.
PA U L

Me, too. She was a nice kid-not the brightest bulb,
but decent. How did your mother die?
ALICE

Heart attack while screaming her fool head off about
something completely trivial.
PA U L

Were you there?
A L I C E

Who do you think she was yelling at?
(Toasts and drinks.]
To t r i v i a l i t i e s .
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PA U L

iTakes the bottle. Toasts and drinks.)
To stress management. That must've been—
ALICE

A relief. It's over. No more hospitals, drugs, doctors,
operations, needles, unheeded advice, etc. It's
over. Now 1 just need to quiet her spirit so we
can both be at peace.

(Takes the bottle. Toasts and drinks.)
To peace of mind.
PAUL

[Takes the bottle. Toasts and drinks.)

And peace of spirit. You need any help?
ALICE

Probably. You?
PAUL

Probably.
blackout

Note: This play cannot be performed or otherwise utilized
without written permission of the author.
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It's just a stone. It has no significance. It's just
marking the place where someone lies. Someone

who was filled with zest, anger, and pain. She was
the one who used to stare at the stone marker. It

wasn't supposed to have her name on it, not yet

anyway. It had been so sudden. Her death came

like a bolt of lightning. Without warning. She was

here on Sunday, gone on Monday, and the only thing
left that narrates that a human once lived is that
hateful headstone.

That despised stone with the little pebbles on it

marking that family members had been there to visit.
I've never felt any anger or resentment towards
granite, until that moment, that rainy Monday night 5
years ago.

The cold, impersonal gray slab rests in back of twin
bushes and recognizes the two people who- lay under
them. I never met the other one who is buried there.
He had been buried years before my presence

graced my parents' life. It's unfair that she was taken

away from her family and replaced with a piece of
granite that has Stella Kantrowitz; Born November 27,
1894; Died September 26, 1994 etched into it.
I knew her as a cold and stone-like person. I

remember her best as someone who wasnt the
nicest person on Earth. She was sometimes mean,

but also, very loving. She loved each and every
great-grand child in their own unique way. She had

all of our pictures up on the cork board beside the
phone. She used to call my sister and 1 every
afternoon at 3;30 PM to check in with us. Those

phone calls stopped when she went into a nursing
/sp/
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home. 1 miss those phone calls. To hear her voice
just one more time, even if it's a whisper.

Underneath that cold exterior lay a woman who

had lived for about a century. She had seen the first
airplane ride, and the first movie, both silent and

talkie, and the breakthrough of television. She had

even learned how to drive a car. She stopped when

she had a slight accident. She crashed into a parking
meter. She was afraid to drive again after her mother
was killed in a car accident.

The bushes that lie in front of the cold slab are in

dire need of water. The August heat has taken away
the vibrant green and replaced it with a sickly brown.

The shrubs are shaped like the boxes that are buried

six feet under them. The non-descript wooden coffins

with the lewish star at the top are lined with pink

flannel. The body is positioned so that it emits the
appearance of someone taking a nap, but the waxy

ace and cold hands give away the truth.

I hate that large piece of stone that has stolen her
away from me. she left me behind with her nine
° S''andchildren, her five granddaughters,

and her son and daughter. The legacy that she left

behind is one of a coarse truck driver. Some of the
expressions she used reminded me of sitting around

fanguage°^ using foul
Sorne of her favorite expressions were "Go shit in
your at and punch it." My all time favorite was:
Sounds like my behind when I have to shit." The
latter expression was mainly used when someone
sang off-key; usually during the Miss America
Pageant. To her, everyone was a bitch. If we kissed

her a little too hard, we heard the hiss of "Bitch." All
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that I have left is that small pebble that lets her
know that i came by to visit, that and my memories.

My tears run down the stone, taking with it a
summers worth of dust, and leaving behind a trail of
shinny granite. That rock is only there to mark where
the body is laid to rest, and who that person was.

it has no other meaning, but 1 still want to break it
in two. I have never felt this way toward an

inanimate object, but this hits me, making me feel as
if someone threw a bowling ball right into my

stomach. Making me remember the funeral, where I
cried so hard 1 almost threw up. Making me
remember the night before the funeral where I saw

her in the corner of my bedroom, a vision, standing
there and telling me that she loved me, and then
vanishing.

But it's just a stone. Only a small, insignificant
stone that bears no meaning except that someone
very close to me lies under it, never to be seen or
heard from again. At least, not in my life time.
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Letting Go
Why did you have to leave so suddenly?
We couldn't perceive the end approaching.
I prayed Sizing at the starsy

As we raced to be by your side.
I was there for your final hoursy

And stood alongside the bed.
Crying and wondering why

You're life was approaching closure.
The nurse told me you were unconsciousy
But I believe in my heart

That you sensed our presencey
As I could feel yours.

Your eyes opened so slightlyy
I still ponder the reality of it happening.
Your son told you it's okayy
We're all herey

You can let go

And free your soul.

In that last houry

I kept telling you Grandpa
How much I love you
And eternally will.

I held your hand and kissed your foreheady
I couldn't say good-bye.
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As you took your finat breath.
We all said ''see-you-Iater"/

With tears descending upon our faces.
you never cared for good-byes.

c.^. yr
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Resurrection #9
This is a poem.

)ust a poem — it holds one thought
it holds one emotion.
It moves... it shatters
it haunts.

As this moment looms heavy with him —
his sweat/
his smoke/

and the bottles that betrayed.

In one night as one breath/
in a parking garage - where time stopped.
The moon hung thick and full as a premonition
while thin veiny branches spread as palm/ stretched
as fingers
across nighttime^s blue black dress.

Stars dripping down - hardened sap
Scattered as sand
infused Illuminated

dying before me/ by thousands of years...
1 pictured the ocean

as jesus fell like the pants around his ankles
water washes

This flesh of doomed illusion.
Clinging dean

in some mental baptismal
pushed/pulled/tippedand torn
bred of the flesh
and borne of the sword
forgiving me this
for it is mine.
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But on this night the moon wanes red.
And I a prone vessel
complying to memory's bequest

And in the arms of my lover
In the touch of these wounds
you are but a taste that lingers
In a word that still resists.

'^ar/jer
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The End
Bom into a world of hate

All testing the will of my fate
I rest my hand on the shoulder of the dead

Their spirits haunting within my head
Mystical voices enter my mind
Reality seldom hard to find
She eyes the reaper in the dark

All is still to Satan's barque
She greets departure from this place
Eyes of God fallen from grace
I envy her will to die

As in the darkness 1 lie

Voices in my head telling lies
No reason for their alibis

Towards the door of death 1 follow
Leaving forever this world of sorrow
Into darkness, never looking back
Forever fading into black
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Stillness
the stillness in the room fills with an empty ache
not even breathing for fear that if you do/
that feeling—this feeling would shatter
into a million pieces.
that unmistakable moment when you become

unsure of any motives you might have had.
we caught each other's glance by accident—or on
purpose,

either way we were both motionless,
the only sound besides our steady breathing was
t h a t

of the clock that kept no time.

fitting perhaps because it felt like 1 was standing
there for hours,

trying fruitlessly to recall why I had ended up there
in the first place,

but by now it didn't matter, nothing mattered rea
maybe I had a favor to ask you or maybe you a
something to give me.

probably

not

^

I could tell this meeting was unplanned because of
t h e

surprised look on your face, that beautiful face, t e
expression

wasn't blank, it was more of curiosity.

I don't remember what finally broke the hypnotic
gaze,

maybe it was the sound of our awakening

because at that precise moment, we shared one
thought, one feeling and maybe even one sou .

A slip in time, that no matter bow hard we tried;
would never be regained.
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TA e L a s t ^ c t
The audience has left and the doors are closed,

shutting us of from the outside world. We each stand

on the stage, blinded by the lights, feeling alone and
isolated amidst the sea of 100+ faces of the cast and

crew. We know what's coming next. As we stare into
the empty auditorium, it starts.

The soft sound of the tape clicking in the machine
stirs in each of us an untold emotion, and many sighs
- deep, cleansing breaths - slowly pierce the
deafening silence. As the opening strains of the
background music softly swell, so does our emotion.
Then he begins to speak.
It is a speech some of us have heard many times,

and with each retelling the emotions grow stronger.
The young, newer faces in the crowd will adjust to
this in time. But for now it is addressed at us, the

older ones, the "veterans". The ones who have to say
H's voice comes to us through the music

and the space, yet for some reason we can only
absorb some of what he is saying.

Look around at all of the faces up here. These are
the people who you've laughed with, the people
you ve cried with...

For many of you, this will be the only time you will

ever do this show. And even if you do it again, it will
never be with this same group of people. It will

never be the same. But whenever someone mentions
the name of this show you will think back to this
moment, and to all of the moments, good and bad...
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'For you seniors, this is the last time you will stand
here on this stage..."

That is his speech. It's never quite the same, but
it's always close enough. All about how we have
grown together and how we will grow apart. How

things will never be the same again. About how
mennories will be all that connects you to months of
hard work. How memories may be all that's left of
these treasured moments and sacred friends. It's a

speech about stopping every once in a while to look
around you and notice what you have, because in
another instant, another moment, another second, it
becomes the past.

And, as we stand still absorbing these words,
something must give. The tears begin. Slowly at

first; a small welling in your eyes that has to be

blinked out, one at a time, then in steady streams.

Our faces are wet with tears and tingling from the

running makeup. As we look around at the other

tear-streaked faces, our own tears become stronger.
And then come the sobs. Slowly. One person at a

time. But one cry leads to another, and soon the
room is full of sound. There is the deep heaving

sound of one girl, the high pitched quiver of another.
One girl's cry sounds the same as her laugh, and

none of us can help but smile through our tears as
we hear her. There are the twins, who not only look

alike, but weep alike as well. And there are the boys,
who defy the "social norm" and show emotion. And

always behind this are the beautiful music and that
soothing voice of our director saying Breathe, just
Breathe." The lyrical, flowing music which we will
never hear again without crying.
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Then comes the hardest part. The true good-byes.
As we are walking slowly, clasping into huge group

hugs or small clinches, the speech ends and he starts
dismissing. First the freshmen. Then the

sophomores. With each grade called the sobs grow
stronger. We are left - the last two classes - to say

our final good-byes. These are some of our best
friends. Then the words we dread most.

"Thank you, juniors." This is their cue to exit as
well, leaving only us, the seniors.
The noise of the sobs could revive the dead as we

cling for one last hug. Then they are gone and we
are alone.

This is the time of our harshest realizations. We

had always known that at some point we would have
to leave them. We never thought about having to

leave each other, too. We suddenly realize that we
must say goodbye as well. But after much sobbing,

much laughing, and at least one group hug, we do.

We leave each other and walk away. We open those

doors. We enter the outside world, some laughing
and talking and others frighteningly silent. We may
never be the same "us" again,- but then again this is

us. This is part of who we are. And, although we go
our separate ways, his speech was right. We will

always have that memory, and we wil always be
connected by it.

It may have been the last act of that show, but
another curtain is just opening.

ho!
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again
circulating problems

brought to me with eager mouth
no thought but to advise
but who will listen to me

only hopeful thoughts and
Sunday nights can tell

gregg's eyes
A shadow

nothing more

Reflection of a street-light upon a door

A puddle among a damp beat
And the paper hitting a street
A street of lonely souls
and rusted gutters

hi/
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The Closed Door
She closed the door on her toddIer''s face.
Too busy "'nappins;^''
to pay attention to the cry, "mommy!'''

and the pounding on the door.
Her daughter soon found a new door to bang on.

The girl on the opposite side of that door^
twelve,
too young to be a mother

she took the role anyway.

Changing diapers, entertaining and feeding.
She could not stand to watch the door being
closed on this baby's face.

/zV
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cometa.

"iEsta noche vamos a ver el cometa! Tonight we'll

watch the comet! Yes, we are going to see the
comet...."

I woke up to the sound of voices outside my

window. The windows were always open, day or night.
The occasional breeze entering my room relieved me
from the balmy Caribbean heat. And hot it was, this
had been one of the hottest summers ever. Lying on

my bed, my skin still felt moist and sticky. The heat
made my sleep difficult and I anxiously awaited the
sun's greeting. The morning sun entered through my
bedroom window and kissed the drops of sweat,
which cooled my skin.

The heat, the breeze, the outside noises, the

familiar rhythms of life welcomed me each morning,

life full of color and sounds, of faces which recycled
themselves as generations came and went in this
little spot in the world; a place of blue mountains
and

tobacco

fi e l d s .

"Esta noche, si...el cometa..."

1 heard the voices outside my window once again. 1

emerged from my morning daze. My heart leaped
with anticipation. 1 remembered. Tonight is the night
when we would be able to see the comet. This was

the biggest thing that had happened in this remote
country town since the great hurricane 20 years

earlier. 1 was certainly not going to miss the

opportunity to see the comet and to be part of the
stories that would linger through years to come.
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My father and 1 would be there to witness nature's
wonder. He would keep me awake. He would tell me
stories of other comets and other stars, of hurricanes

and of unending rainstorms, which flooded the river
and made the path to town uncrossable. He would
make sure that 1 would see the comet. 1 would hold

its memory and retell the story. Its retelling would
give birth to the legends and myths of other
childhoods. 1 would be part of the chain of life, which

sustains the continuity of my town and its people.
I looked out of my window and the rays of sun
pierced my half-opened eyes. Before me laid a

wonderful spread of colors and scents. A mangal
surrounded our little house. Mango trees filled with
green and ripe fruit. I took in the sweet scent of the

ripe mangoes that had dropped to the ground

overnight. The voices were now fainter but the

excitement of the day was present everywhere. Even

the mango trees, swaying in the morning breeze,
seemed delighted by the prospects of the day.

1 dressed hurriedly so that 1 could get to school
before my class lined up to salute the flag. As he did
every morning, my father saved for me the juiciest,

biggest mangoes. He woke up at dawn and picked
the nicest mangoes he could find. He soaked them in
cool well water and, before going to school; 1 would
breakfast on the golden treasures. I would let the

juice drip down my face, enjoying their sweet flesh as
they dissolved in my mouth.

This luscious moment was part of each morning's
ritual before the ten-minute walk to school.
1 left the house pencil and notebook in hand.

Reluctantly, I past the house hidden by vegetation

and a big zapote tree. 1 always feared this house. 1
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had heard the story of how years earlier, before I was
born, the lady of the house set herself on fire and ran
into the street. As I walked by this house I was
usually terrified, particularly at night, when I would
imagine a ball of fire running towards me.

One night, as I hurried on the opposite side of the
street 1 made myself look over to the house, it was

one of those nights when everything lays perfectly
still; no wind. Not even the familiar breeze that eased
the summer heat could be felt on that moonless

night. I looked over to the house and, as if a
whirlwind had taken a hold of it, the big zapote tree

shook uncontrollably. My heart pounded so hard, it
felt as if it would break through my chest. 1 ran as

fast as my feet would take me and entered my house
breathless. My mother wondered what happened:
"dMuchacha, que te pasa? Parece que has visto un

muerto." And 1 had not seen a ghost, but 1 had felt
her presence as 1 hurried past the big zapote tree in
front of the dead woman's house.

As usual, 1 tried not to look at the feared house. I
kept my thoughts occupied with images of the comet

that would light the sky that night. When 1 got to

school, my class was ready to salute the flag. I joined

the line of uniformed students. My entrance went

unnoticed. The school day seemed endless. No one

thought or spoke about anything but the comet. The
whole day turned into a long astronomy lesson

where facts and fantasy, legends and scientific
notions were inseparable.

I could hardly wait for the school day to end. When

the school day was over 1 would go to the river. 1

would pick guayabas from my favorite guava tree and
dream about flying to the stars so that I could ride
the comet. Rather than look up at it, I would sit on it
hs!
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and look down at my town. This thought filled me

with excitement and sadness. The present excitement
as 1 envisioned myself riding the comet, was clouded

by a premonition. 1 saw myself sitting up there, alone,
away from those I loved. I saw before me the losses

of the future. In my mind, I retrieved to the safety of
the guava tree, attempting to erase the sadness
brought forth by this comet vision. I allowed myself

to stay connected to the reality of the classroom but

still looked forward to the end of the day.
Finally, the bell rang. On the way home, I soaked
my feet in the irrigation ditches, which flowed like
streams into the tobacco fields. I never made it to

the river, 1 went directly home. A heavy feeling took
hold of me as I entered my house. My mother was
silently packing a suitcase and my father had gone to
see about transportation to the airport. My sister

cried in a corner of the living room and her young
women friends comforted her. The beauty and
excitement of the morning dissipated with the

realization that we were to leave the country in 24
hours. We would never return.

iVas a ver el cometa? Si, si te veo luego."
Outside, the voices continued to convey the

anticipation of that night's event. Inside my home

ere was the cheerless echo of a deep silence. An
unspo en knowledge that we were losing something

precious pressed heavily on my soul. The uncertainty

of what this voyage would bring and the longing to

see my oldest sister, who six years before had left us
or E Norte, gave this moment the bittersweet taste

of a not-so-ripe guava-a taste that at once pleases
and repels.
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I no longer looked forward to seeing the comet
that night. Sometimes numb and at other times

afraid, 1 went through the motions of preparing for
the trip. What could I pack on a permanent voyage to
the strange place that had taken my sister away?

Sitting on the front porch, I gazed at the cordillera of
mountains before me. The sun drowned behind them

giving way to twilight. A guard sealed the front door

to my house and my body felt heavy with the weight
of my sorrow. My family and I were on the other side
forever.

That night was much like the one, a year before,

when my grandmother died. We spent It in my uncles
living room waiting for the sun to rise. Friends,

neighbors and relatives joined us in our vigil. We told

stories, hugged, laughed and cried all at once. We

did not remember to go out to watch the comet. As
the sun bathed the tobacco fields with a golden glow
we set out on our journey.

We were not allowed to take photographs out of
the country. I recorded all the pictures on my mind.
The mangal, the colors, the mountains, the river, the

tobacco plants with their purple flowers; my cousins
and aunts and uncles and friends were engraved in
my mind and soul forever, I saw the park where 1

played and 1 saw my school for the last time. I too
with me, in my tears, the taste of the Caribbean-a

gift, since every time I cry I am reminded of that
brilliant sea and in this I find comfort.

A long car ride and a short plane trip took us to an
unknown world. We arrived at a world of alien sounds

and inquisitive immigration agents; a world where I
would find my sister and struggle not to lose the

essence of my soul. As we waited for my sister at the
airport, I revisited an earlier image. Once again, 1
Inl
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dreamt about flying to the stars so that 1 could ride
the comet. 1 wanted to look down and see my town.

Even if alone, up there, 1 would still be able to glance
at the loved ones left behind. The earlier comet

vision, when 1 had imagined riding the comet, made
sense to me now. I had moved beyond the present
and had encountered the sadness of the future.

Without the safety of the guava tree, a feeling of
immense loneliness overcame me. 1 had missed the

comet and 1 had lost my world. 1 was faced with the

finality of both occurrences. Meanwhile, 1 hung on to

that earlier vision and from my seat in the womb of
the universe 1 could hear those I left behind asking
me-. "dViste el cometa?" Did you see the comet? My
reply: No, tal vez la proxima vez." "No, maybe next
time."
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you

go

reluctantly
(at best)
from me.
contented

beyond any further
cloud.

who painted this scene?
&i. where was I
when

all

this

began?
where will I be
when

it

ends

hopefully
still

there

(in the summer stars)
by you
watching
the sky
fall
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I WriteStanding/ staring at a ground -(a path)
It grows so slightly -beneath these worn feetYou pass through my dreamS/
(Whispering... or is that the wind?)
and my fire burns with intensity-

but my silence... I must keep -(like the old owl that
watches over all)
... as your whispering hands wipe away the
stains of my past (like Winder that leaves no
streaks/

you seem to exist on the other side of

the r o r r i m -mirror-) looking quizzically back at me.

The stories that are being sharedAnd i look from where i sit/
My stories left untold...

The mmd with no answers that exist on
My OUTER skin/

My soul desperately pushing forth/
To breathe the air that's filled with your
Purity.

And this smoke curls around my fingerS/
Eclipsing my mind.

Shadowing my thoughts...

i m left with nothing to say, just feelings left untold,
(like a mute/ 1 sit calmly)

1 offer my hand to this world/ in return/
Receive the blood of so many others/
Mingling with my own.
1 fail to draw the line...

Fail to recognize the truth that

Exists behind those eyes of (sparkling)
/8o/
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Wine. (Behind the doors of a magnificent ocean)
1 question the faith that lies behind those
Spoken words of ''truth'"-

-and yet I managed to justify her
fists upon my own e;xposed skin...
-Ponder that-

where was the reality -purity- that
existed in that '''love''' shared between us?
-Ponder that-

my hands crash through this glasS/

palms openy my soul exposed/ cutting my hands.

And my blood absorbed through my tired eyes

-as 1 hold them to my face- the truth taken from me.
AAy screams crashing to the floor

(with the shattering fragments of this illusion-

you've taken my voice from me...

-1 say- no/ think... no 1 write- go somewhereand you only left these scarred hands to
decipher this pain to paper*
1 Write .
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U s
your endless eyes grabbed me into a black hole of
mystervy

dragging me into orbit around your pupil.

I melted into your boiling tears

and you caught me in your lashes.

You made me into a scar under your lidy
just an occasional reminder that

something happened once.

Have we become a myth?

—Ci//a ''Oe/t/u////
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